Republic of the Philippines
SANGGUNIANG PANLUNGSOD
City of Mandaluyong

RESOLUTION NO. 2431, S–2017

A RESOLUTION GRANTING AUTHORITY TO THE HONORABLE CITY MAYOR CARMELITA A. ABALOS TO ENTER INTO AND SIGN THE MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN FOCUS GLOBAL, INC. AND THE CITY GOVERNMENT OF MANDALUYONG THROUGH THE OFFICE UNDER IT NAMELY MANDALUYONG MANPOWER AND TECHNICAL–VOCATIONAL TRAINING CENTER

WHEREAS, Focus Global Inc., (the Company) has launched a scholarship plan as part of their Corporate Social Responsibility Program for 10 students of Carpentry Course and 15 students of Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Technology Course (“Scholars”);

WHEREAS, the Mandaluyong Manpower and Technical–Vocational Training Center (the Training Center) of the City Government of Mandaluyong is a duly recognized government academic institution that offers vocational programs for Carpentry and Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Technology which qualifies for National Certification Level 2 (NCII) of TESDA;

WHEREAS, the Company has agreed to endorse its scholars to the Training Center and the latter has agreed to act as the academic partner of the former to provide Carpentry and Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Technology vocational course to the scholars of the Company;

WHEREAS, a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Company, Focus Global Inc. and the City Government of Mandaluyong through its Mandaluyong Manpower and Technical–Vocational Training Center is necessary to set forth their complementary duties and responsibilities in this timely endeavor and a draft of the same was already reviewed by the City Legal Department;

WHEREAS, the proposed Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) sets the duties and obligations that needs to be followed and abide by both parties therein and the same appears to be in accordance with the law and is reasonably properly crafted;

WHEREAS, there is a need to authorize the City Mayor, Honorable CARMELITA A. ABALOS via a Resolution to enter into and sign the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Company, Focus Global Inc. and the City Government of Mandaluyong.

NOW, THEREFORE, on motion duly seconded, the Sangguniang Panlungsod of Mandaluyong, in session assembled, RESOLVED, as it hereby RESOLVES, to authorize City Mayor CARMELITA A. ABALOS to enter into and sign the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between Focus Global Inc. and the City Government of Mandaluyong, through its Mandaluyong Manpower and Technical–Vocational Training Center.

FURTHER RESOLVED, as it hereby RESOLVES, that copies of this Resolution be furnished to the Office of the City Mayor, Focus Global, Inc., Mandaluyong Manpower and Technical–Vocational Training Center and to all other departments and offices of the City for their immediate information and appropriate action.
This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its approval.

ADOPTED on this 8th day of May, 2017 in the City of Mandaluyong.

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION WAS ADOPTED AND APPROVED BY THE SANGUNIANG PANLUNGSOD OF MANDALUYONG IN REGULAR SESSION HELD ON THE DATE AND PLACE FIRST ABOVE GIVEN.

MA. TERESA S. MIRANDA
Sanggunian Secretary

ATTESTED BY:

LUISITO E. ESPINOSA
Councilor & Acting
Presiding Officer

APPROVED:

CARMELITA L. ABALOS
City Mayor

Date: MAY 22 2017
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